APPLICATION SEEKING INFORMATION UNDER RTI ACT, 2005

Public Information Officer (RTI),
Railway Board
Rail Bhawan, New Delhi – 110001


Reg: Procedure for referral for Cashless treatment at private hospitals empanelled by the Railways

Sir,

I, NAVTEJ SINGH, resident of 150, First Floor, Sector 45-A, Chandigarh-160047, hereby request for the following information under RTI Act 2005.

i) Copy of Orders of Railway Board Reg. Procedure for referral for cashless treatment of Railway Beneficiaries in private hospitals empanelled by the Railways.

ii) a) As per Rules and orders, is it a discretionary power of the AMO / Railway Medical Officer for Referring of Railway Beneficiaries for treatment in private hospitals empanelled by the Railways?

b) OR Are there any prescribed parameters or guidelines issued by the Railway Board laying down the conditions or criteria for referring cases to empanelled Hospitals?

c) If so, copies of the orders of Railway Board laying down parameters or guidelines for referring cases to empanelled Hospitals

iii) Copy of the Orders whether a referral is to be made for a fixed number of days as per discretion of the Railway Doctor or has that to be decided by the Specialists in the Specialized Empanelled Hospital as per condition of the Patient?

iv) Copies of Orders a) Reg. Schedule of Powers for Authorised Medical Officer for Referring of Railway Beneficiaries for cashless treatment in private hospitals empanelled by the Railways.

b) Copy of Orders Reg. Delegation of Powers for Referring of Railway Beneficiaries for cashless treatment in private hospitals empanelled by the Railways.

2. Certified that:

a) To the best of my knowledge & belief, the information asked for pertains to your office. In case the subject matter/any part of the information is held by/related to another public authority, you are requested to transfer the application or such part of it as may be appropriate to that other public authority with an intimation to the undersigned as per Section 6(3) of RTI Act.

b) I do not belong to the OBC. As such the certificate of OBC is not required.

c) Payment of the mandatory fee of Rs.10 has been made online, as required.

d) Further charges for supply of relevant information/documents asked for, shall be paid by me on receipt of advice for the same.
Dated: Chandigarh
The 15th November, 2018

Yours truly,

NAVTEJ SINGH
150 First Floor, Sector 45-A,
Chandigarh-160047

Note: Payment of the mandatory fee of Rs.10 has been made online